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The theme behind the Drop Jordan Premium “Bordeaux”. The Air Jordan 5 Premium
“Bordeaux” was born out of the need to create cold weather brand shoes that would
not only keep the feet comfortably warm but also add some elegant style to an
outfit. The sneaker’s inception taps into the bomber jet ”flight” theme that has
been synonymous with the Air Jordan 5 lineage that dates all the way back to 1999.
These new jordans serve as a high-end option for Air Jordan lovers around the world
who are in search of sneaker’s that truly leave a mark.
In line with the holiday spirit, the entirety of the sneaker’s upper body is laced
with a wine-esque colorway achieved by encompassing the finest Bordeaux premium
leather known to man. The Air Jordan 11 Win Like 96 Premium “Bordeaux” is
particularly unique in that it deviates from the traditional mesh netting on the
side and instead incorporates tiny stylish perforations artistic tan lines running
throughout the exterior.
The Buty Jordan Sklep ever-present white shade is also not lacking from the color
mix, as the brown sole is complemented excellently by a threaded translucent milky
bottom which obscures a black Jumpman that stands out defiantly amidst the sharp
contrast of the two color shades. The middle of the base of the sole is home to a
nifty Jordan logo imprint confined within two subtle bars on either side.
The Cheap Air Max design is completed by classy laces that mesmerizingly snake their
way around the sleek upper body of the sneakers through altered lace locks while the
top of the tongue sticks out above a graffiti “Flight” wording and paves the way
for an alluring gold colored interior that is a sign of sheer class and a sight to
behold.
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http://www.dropjordan.com
http://www.dropjordan.com/drop31726/2017-chicago-air-jordan-11-win-like-96-gym-red-for-sale/
http://www.butyjordansklep.pl
http://www.cheappairmax.com

